Metapopulation dynamics in the rock-paper-scissors game with mutation: Effects of time-varying migration paths.
Migration paths of animals are rarely the same. The paths may change according to seasonal and circadian rhythms. We study the effect of temporal migration on population dynamics of rock-paper-scissors (RPS) games with mutation by using the metapopulation dynamic model with two patches. Via mutation, an individual R changes to S with rate μ. All agents move by random walk between two patches and the RPS game is performed in each patch. The migration path between two patches is switched on or off periodically. The dynamics are represented by the reaction-diffusion equations with time-dependent diffusion coefficients in diffusively coupled reactors. We obtain the solutions of time-dependent reaction-diffusion equations numerically and analytically. The time-varying migration path induces complex behavior for the RPS dynamics, depending on the frequency of the periodical path. We find that the phase transitions occur by varying mutation rate μ. The phase transition depends highly on the frequency.